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Abstract: Space utilization and climate change are related to human survival and development.
Identifying the relationship between development and conservation is the foundation of sustainable
development. We used the kernel density curve, spatial analysis, and the sensitivity model to
study the spatial use efficiency and carbon emissions evolution characteristics at the provincial and
regional levels in China from 1999 to 2019. The results show that a trend of high efficiency and
low carbon emissions in southeast coastal cities and towns is gradually forming, and agricultural
spaces are moving toward high efficiency and high carbon emissions patterns. The evolution
paths of space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions differ significantly across spaces and
regions. We also found similarities in how carbon emissions intensity responds to changes in spatial
utilization efficiency in the Yangtze and Yellow River basin urban agglomeration. The study provides
practical suggestions for the high-quality development of territorial space, ecological environment
management, and sustainable development in light of spatiotemporal changes.

Keywords: evolution and response; space utilization efficiency; carbon emissions; environment
management; territorial space governance

1. Introduction

Following the rapid development of industrialization and urbanization, the regional
economy has improved significantly [1]. However, greenhouse gases—especially car-
bon emissions—continue to increase, which has important impacts on global climate
change [2–4]. According to the International Energy Agency report, China surpassed the
United States for the first time in 2007 to become the largest producer of carbon dioxide
in the world [5]. Based on the duty to construct a global community with a shared future
and internal demands to achieve sustainable development, the Chinese government in
2020 proposed to achieve a carbon peak by 2030 and to become carbon neutral by 2060.
Therefore, balancing economic growth and carbon emissions reduction has become a key
issue for China’s progress [6,7].

Research shows that land use change is essential for climate policy formulation [8]. As
the carrier of socio-economic development, land resources are the basis for human existence
and growth [9]. Rapid urbanization has resulted in the overdevelopment of urban land [10],
which ensures the space needed for socio-economic development [11]; however, it has been
accompanied by a large reduction in cultivated land and the extensive use of land [12].
With the continuous study of the concepts of intensive use and high-quality development,
land use efficiency has become a key index for assessing regional development quality [13].
In 2019, the Chinese government proposed the territorial space planning system. Combined
with space delineation, high-quality development during the new era should be based
on the high-quality use of three types of space, and it is the result of the coupling and
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coordination of spaces. Therefore, improving the efficiency of space utilization is necessary
for current high-quality development.

Previous studies have shown that space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions
have exhibited large changes in time scales and have spatial heterogeneity. Zhang et al. [14]
found that total net carbon emissions in the Yellow River Delta (YRD) increased from
3.1 × 1010 to 1.5 × 1011 kg during 2000–2019, and construction land is the main source
of carbon emissions. As for agricultural space, carbon emissions in China increased from
53.42 × 106 tC in 2005 to 65.12 × 106 tC in 2013, and their intensity varies widely across
regions [15]. In terms of spatial distribution, Fang et al. [16] found that carbon emissions
efficiency in Chinese cities has significant and positive spatial spillover effects, and a low–
low cluster area has been migrating westward. The distribution also presented significant
clustering effects around urban agglomerations [17]. Kuang et al. [18] found that most
provinces in China have much lower levels of cultivated land use efficiency with significant
spatial disparities. In sum, the contradiction between low-carbon and high-efficiency
development is prominent in agricultural and urban spaces, and the spatial distribution
is unbalanced. Based on this background, the present paper focuses on the core goals of
space use efficiency and low carbon emissions. We explore ways to construct an analysis
framework to improve space utilization efficiency and reduce carbon emissions according
to differences in the development of urban and agricultural space. We also examine how to
express the evolution and response of space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions in
different spaces and regions, and we offer suggestions for the high-quality development of
territorial space.

To achieve the development goals of high efficiency and low carbon emissions, scholars
have conducted extensive analyses. This study mainly concentrates on two areas. First, we
focused on the impact of different land use types on carbon emissions, including industrial
land [19], cultivated land [18,20], and urban land [21,22]. Subsequently, we investigated the
impact of land use structures [23,24], land use change [8], the urban expansion process [21],
and urban agglomeration spatial structures [25]. Although current research explores the
influence of urban construction on carbon emissions, few studies analyze the corresponding
effects of agricultural production; therefore, the literature is missing horizontal contrasts
between the two types of spaces. When measuring the influence, it is common to use
LMDI [26], STIRPAT [27,28], or Kaya [29] to deconstruct the factors that influence carbon
emissions and to use spatial econometric models, such as space panel models [30] and
GMM [31], in further analyses. In addition, variable interactions are also analyzed using
the geographical detector model [32]. Overall, the existing research extensively discusses
the factors that influence carbon emissions, especially in terms of model construction.

In terms of research scale, most studies of land use and carbon emissions are carried
out on the scale of administrative divisions, especially provinces and cities. However,
research on climate change is mostly conducted at a national level because these differences
are more obvious at larger scales. Studies also explore road networks as the main basis for
dividing research units. On the whole, the research on land use and carbon emissions is
based on large-scale units of analysis, and there are very few studies of the coevolution
process and response of the two. The “Initial National Communication on Climate Change
of the People’s Republic of China”, published in 2000, reported that the total agricultural
greenhouse gas emissions accounted for about 17% of the total national emissions. Factor
inputs in the agricultural production process directly or indirectly increase carbon emissions.
The role of this carbon source in global climate change cannot be ignored [33]. Furthermore,
cultivated land protection and food security have always been China’s important national
strategies [34], and efficient agricultural production is related to the country’s sustainable
socio-economic development [35]. However, as noted above, there is an overemphasis
in the research on the effects of urban construction on carbon emissions and a failure to
explore the influence of agricultural land on the same. Furthermore, land elements are
one of the components used to measure efficiency. Compared with land use efficiency,
territorial space utilization efficiency highlights the systematicness and integrity of urban
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and agricultural space, which is more in line with China’s current policies. Therefore,
this paper focuses on the evolution of territorial space use efficiency and the effects of
agricultural space on carbon emissions and compares the urban and agricultural spaces.
This has great theoretical and practical significance for land development in the new era.

This paper begins by discussing urban and agricultural space and defines territorial
space efficiency as urban construction efficiency and agricultural production efficiency.
We divide urban and agricultural carbon emissions based on space utilization and focus
on the carbon emissions effects of agricultural production. We analyzed the evolution
of urban and rural space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions from 1999 to 2019
from three dimensions: dynamic evolution, migration path, and system coordination.
At the provincial level, from the perspectives of six national-level urban agglomerations
and the four great plains, we analyzed the interaction and influence mechanism of space
utilization efficiency and carbon emissions in urban and agricultural spaces. In doing so,
we revealed similarities and differences across development trends and responses to urban
and agricultural space changes. We also analyzed the reasons for these changes by deeply
exploring the relationship between the high-quality development of territorial space and
ecological environment governance. We hope to effectively meet national strategic needs.

This research: (1) constructed an analytical framework for space utilization efficiency
and carbon emissions, considering spatial and regional effects; (2) reveals differences in
the spatial evolution and responses of spatial use efficiency and carbon emissions in urban
and agricultural spaces at the provincial and urban agglomeration levels; and (3) proposes
targeted high-efficiency and low carbon development strategies according to the analysis
of urban and agricultural spaces across regions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

This study took 30 provinces in China as the research object. Due to limited data
availability, it excludes Tibet, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan. The national-level urban
agglomerations and the four major plains under study are shown in Figure 1. Restricted
by the acquisition of carbon emissions measurement data, the research used the province
as the basic unit, and the scope of the city agglomeration was determined by the province
where the major cities included in the agglomeration are located.
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2.2. Data Sources

The years 1999–2019 were selected as the research period. Energy consumption data
were obtained from the “China Energy Statistical Yearbook”. All agricultural data were
gathered from the “China Rural Statistical Yearbook” and provincial statistical yearbooks.
The socio-economic statistical data are published in the “Regional Economic Statistical
Yearbook” and the “Urban and Rural Construction Statistical Yearbook”. The gross agricul-
tural value and the added value of secondary and tertiary industries were calculated using
the GDP deflator method until 1999. The capital stock was calculated using the perpetual
inventory system (PIM), and the fiscal expenditure was calculated to 1999 using the CPI
deflator. For 2018 and 2019, the data for employees in the secondary and tertiary industries
in some provinces were missing and were supplemented using linear regression. The data
were sorted into provincial panel data.

2.3. Methods
2.3.1. Research Framework

This study proposes a conceptual framework as shown in Figure 2. Urban construction
is a key engine of China’s development, and agricultural production is related to national
food security and social stability. First, China is in a stage of rapid urbanization, and the
spatial conflicts and contradictions caused by urban expansion are prominent. Moreover,
China has many people and little available land, and there is a severe shortage of arable
land resources. Obtaining greater economic and social benefits with fewer factor inputs
is important for achieving high-quality development. In addition, the construction and
production activities carried out in urban and agricultural spaces are the two major carbon
sources of territorial space. Excessive carbon emissions seriously harm the ecological envi-
ronment. The efficiency of territorial space utilization characterizes its development quality.
Carbon emissions per unit of GDP is an effective measure of the level of regional carbon
emissions, which are an inevitable output of land use. Is the evolution process consistent
for urban and agricultural space, and what are the differences? As territorial space utiliza-
tion efficiency changes, what impact will this have on carbon emissions? The following
framework was established to illustrate the evolution of and comparisons between the
impacts of urban and agricultural space utilization efficiency on carbon emissions and to
explore the sustainable development of territorial space.

Scholars widely use production function models when measuring efficiency. Land,
labor, and capital are used as input elements, and non-agricultural GDP is used as the
output [9]. On this basis, agricultural production efficiency uses agricultural added value
as an output indicator [18]. When businesses invest land, capital, and labor in construction
projects to obtain non-agricultural economic outputs, urban construction relies on energy,
which inevitably results in carbon emissions. In particular, the extensive use of land re-
sources and land structure have aggravated the massive consumption of energy. With the
introduction of the concept of intensive land conservation and high-quality development,
urban construction has gradually shifted from gradual expansion to connotative improve-
ment. The continuous optimization of various means of production and construction uses
land as a vehicle. These continuous and dynamic changes in the efficiency of urban con-
struction have resulted in changes to how carbon emissions are affected; therefore, this issue
is worthy of attention and discussion. The same is true for agricultural production. Similar
to the inputs of production factors, large-scale use of agricultural land also increases carbon
emissions. Although smart agriculture, digital agriculture, and other approaches have
become more widespread in recent years, and refined management has been advocated,
China has long-established agricultural production modes that are difficult to change in
the short term; therefore, traditional modes still dominate.
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China emphasizes regional coordinated development and has formulated regional
strategies, such as the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei (JJJ) coordinated development strategy and
the integrated development of the YRD. In terms of agricultural production, China has
divided the four major plains according to the extent of sunlight, temperature conditions for
crop growth, and topographic features, forming a development model featuring regional
urban agglomerations and the layout of the main agricultural production areas dominated
by the four major plains. Therefore, on the basis of spatiotemporal evolution, this paper
presents a longitudinal analysis and cross-sectional comparison of the impact of territorial
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space utilization efficiency on carbon emissions at the regional level. This will help reveal
outstanding problems in regional development and aid the formulation of national policies.

2.3.2. Space Utilization Efficiency and Carbon Emission Measurement

(1) Concept and model construction of space utilization efficiency
Space utilization efficiency is an extension of land use efficiency. Studies of efficiency

have concentrated on urban land utilization [36,37], which fits the characteristics of the cur-
rent rapid urbanization development and includes land use eco-efficiency [38]. Compared
with data envelopment analysis (DEA) [18,39–41], stochastic frontier analysis (SFA) [42,43]
accurately simulates the absolute efficiency of the evaluation object using the production
function while considering the influence of uncontrollable factors on inefficiency. At the
same time, the significance of the variables can be simulated using SFA [44], which has
plenty of advantages over DEA. Therefore, combined with the basic connotation of space
utilization efficiency, the SFA model was established based on the logarithmic form of the
Cobb–Douglas (C–D) production function as follows:

yit = f (xit, β)× exp(vit)× exp(−uit) (1)

where yit is the output of province i in year t; f (xit, β) is the frontier production function;
xit is a set of input element vectors of province i in year t; β is the parameter vector to be
estimated; vit ∼ I IN

(
0, σ2

v
)

is the random disturbance term; and uit ≥ 0 is the management
error term. We obtained the logarithm using:

ln(yit) = β0t + β1t ln(Lit) + β2t ln(Kit) + . . . . . . ln f (xit, β) + vit − uit (2)

We measured the efficiency of urban construction based on the classic production func-
tion, where yit is non-agricultural economic output and xit includes labor, land, and capital
elements. For agricultural production efficiency, yit is the gross agricultural output value,
and xit is the land, labor, machinery, and electricity which is displayed in Tables 1 and 2.
The efficiency value is:

SUEit = exp(−uit) i = 1, 2, . . . , N; t = 1, 2, . . . , T (3)

where SUE is space utilization efficiency and uit ≥ 0, and 0 < SUEit ≤ 1. The closer that
SUE is to 1, the higher the space utilization efficiency. We studied the data stationarity
and judged the applicability of SFA estimation methods based on a maximum likelihood
approach. For efficiency calculations, random effects with time-varying decay were applied
to estimate the production function. The default confidence level was 95%, and the model
was tested using the Wald parameter.

Table 1. Urban space utilization efficiency index system.

Variable Definition

Input

Labor Employees in the secondary and tertiary industries
Land Urban construction land

Capital Fiscal expenditure
Capital stock

Output GDP Non-agricultural GDP
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Table 2. Agricultural space utilization efficiency index system.

Variable Definition

Input

Land Sown area of crops
Labor Employees in the primary industry

Machinery Total power of agricultural machinery
Electricity Electricity consumption in rural areas

Output GDP Agricultural GDP

(2) Concept and model construction of carbon emission
The carbon source for urban construction was estimated through energy consumption.

Using the “2006 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory” published by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), we selected 10 indicators, which are displayed in Table 3.
For agricultural space, we synthesized existing research that considers the carbon sources
shown in Table 4. We converted the following formulas using the standard coal equivalent:

CEm = UCEm + ACEm (4)

UCEm = ∑ UCEmi = ∑ UEni × σi × γi (5)

ACEm = ∑ ACEmi = ∑ AEni × γi (6)

where CEm is the total; UCEm and ACEm are urban and agricultural carbon emissions
respectively; UEni is the i fossil energy consumption; AEni is the amount used in type i; σi
is the coefficient for converting various fossil energy sources into standard coal; and γi is
the carbon emissions factor of carbon source i.

The IPCC sets the National Greenhouse Gas Inventory Guidelines, which determine
the carbon emissions coefficient of fossil energy consumption shown in Table 3. Drawing
on existing research, we determined the values for chemical fertilizers [45], pesticides [46],
agricultural film (Institute of Agricultural Resources and Ecological Environment, Nanjing
University), diesel oil (IPCC), plowing [47], and agricultural irrigation [48], as shown in
Table 4. Carbon emissions intensity is calculated as the carbon emissions per unit of GDP.

Table 3. Urban space carbon emission measurement coefficient.

Energy Type Coal Coke Kerosene Gasoline Crude
Oil

Fuel
Oil Diesel Natural

Gas
Heating
Power

Electric
Power

Conversion factor to
standard coal/(kg/kg) 0.7143 0.9714 1.4286 1.4714 0.4714 1.4571 1.4286 1.3300 1.2143 0.4040

Carbon emission
coefficient/(tons/tons) 0.7559 0.8550 0.5857 0.5538 0.5714 0.5921 0.6185 0.4483 0.4483 0.7935

Table 4. Agricultural space carbon emission calculation coefficient.

Carbon Source Fertilizer Pesticide Agricultural Film Diesel Oil Plowing Irrigation

Coefficient 0.8956 4.9341 5.18 0.5921 312.6 20.476
Unit kg·kg−1 kg·kg−1 kg·kg−1 kg·kg−1 kg·km−2 kg·cha−1

2.3.3. Kernel Density Estimation

Kernel density estimation (KDE) can estimate the probability density function of
random variables. It is a non-parametric approach that fits the data points of the sample
using the kernel function to simulate the true probability distribution curve [49]. Compared
with parameter estimation methods, KDE has the advantages of not being restricted by
preset functions and having higher accuracy in capturing element states, so it is often
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used in related research, such as dynamic data distributions, spatial hotspot analysis, and
detection, among others [50]. The formula is shown as follows:

f (x) =
1

nh

n

∑
i=1

K
(

x − xi
hn

)
(7)

where n is the sample size; hn is the bandwidth, and its choice affects the smoothness of
the density curve; and K() is the kernel function. With the help of the MATLAB R2019b
platform, we used the gaussian kernel function to estimate the density of space utilization
efficiency and carbon emissions.

2.3.4. Spatial Center-of-Gravity Model

The spatial center-of-gravity model can analyze the migration direction of the center of
each variable; it is widely used in the study of spatiotemporal changes [51]. The distribution
and evolution characteristics in two-dimensional space can be revealed intuitively [52], and
their changing center of gravity is analyzed using the following formulas:

x =

n
∑

i=1
xi × mi

n
∑

i=1
mi

(8)

y =

n
∑

i=1
yi × mi

n
∑

i=1
mi

(9)

where (xi, yi) is the geometric coordinates of the i unit, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n; mi is the attribute
value of the i unit; xi is the abscissa of the i unit; and yi is the ordinate of the i unit.

2.3.5. Coordination Analysis Model

The coupling stems from physics and refers to the interactions among systems. The
coupling degree is the interaction phenomenon among the systems. The degree of coordi-
nation represents the coordinated development of different subsystems, and the coupled
coordination model is often used to analyze the level of coordinated development between
systems [53,54]. By introducing the coordination analysis, we analyze the coordinated evo-
lution of urban construction efficiency and agricultural production efficiency quantitatively,
which can directly reflect the development path of the interaction between the two.

C =

 SUEi × CEIi(
SUEi×CEIi

2

)2


1
2

(10)

D =
√

C × (αSUEi + βCEIi) (11)

where C is the degree of coupling; D is the degree of coordination; and SUEi and CEIi,
respectively, are the space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions of province i. The
space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions involved in this study have the same
importance; set α = β = 0.5.

2.3.6. Sensitivity Analysis Model

The purpose of the sensitivity analysis is to discuss the reaction of sensitive objects to
sensitive factors or the influence of sensitive factors on sensitive objects. Sensitive subjects
are systems or individuals affected by one or more factors, and the main factors that
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prompt sensitive objects to respond are defined as sensitive factors [55]. The sensitivity is
calculated by:

β =

∣∣∣∣ (CEIt − CEIt1)÷ CEIt1

(SUEt − SUEt1)÷ SUEt1

∣∣∣∣ (12)

where β is the sensitivity; SUEt1 and CEIt are the space utilization efficiency value at the
beginning and end of the study period; and CEIt1 and CEIt are the carbon emissions in the
same period; The higher the value of β, the higher the sensitivity of carbon emissions to
changes in territorial space utilization efficiency. Therefore, smaller efficiency changes will
have a significant impact on carbon emissions.

3. Results
3.1. The Dynamic Evolution of Territorial Space Utilization Efficiency and Carbon Emissions

The efficiency of urban construction shows an upward trend from 1999 to 2019, as
illustrated in Figure 3. The spatial distribution is high in the south and low in the north
and high in the east and low in the west. This is mainly because, after the reform and
opening up, Fujian and Guangdong on the southeast coast implemented a very open
policy that has greatly promoted regional economic development, particularly by utilizing
the theory of smart growth. Moreover, the northwest region is relatively closed in the
hinterland, and its development has been relatively slow. This pattern has continuously
strengthened over the past 20 years. Urban construction efficiency in the central region is
low, and development is relatively slow. Agriculture is the leading industry in Shandong,
Henan, and Shanxi, but these areas have low levels of development of high-tech and other
industries, so industrial development is relatively conservative. Urban construction is
extensive, and the average land output value is generally low. Heilongjiang, Jilin, and
Liaoning are dominated by industries with high energy consumption, such as iron, steel,
and coal. The rate of industrial development is insufficient, and the efficiency of urban
construction in the later stage is relatively low. Hunan and Jiangxi are located inland and
are very weakly influenced by Shanghai.

With the continuous execution of the growth strategy of Central China, the urban
construction efficiency of the central region, with Hubei as the core, has significantly
improved. By 2019, the urban construction efficiency of 30 provinces reached a relatively
high level. In Figure 3, urban carbon emissions intensity displays a downward trend
from 1999 to 2019. In particular, the southeast coastal areas have gradually achieved a
balance between high efficiency and low carbon emissions. The urban spatial carbon
emissions intensity of Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning was high, which is inseparable
from the leading industries and their high energy consumption. Shandong, Shanxi, and
Inner Mongolia are all coal-based structures; the small proportion of clean energy resources
and the slow process of transforming their energy structures has resulted in high carbon
emissions. Urban construction efficiency and carbon emissions intensity present an opposite
evolution pattern; this shows that the high-quality development of urban construction can
have a significant impact on the reduction in carbon emissions intensity.

Under the influence of rapid urbanization and industrialization, agricultural produc-
tion efficiency is declining annually, as shown in Figure 3. There was a boom in agricultural
production in the northeast, central, and southern coasts in 1999. However, the high-
latitude geographic location of Heilongjiang, Jilin, and Liaoning makes their temperature a
major factor in restricting agricultural production. Hubei, Hunan, Jiangxi, and Zhejiang
experienced flat agricultural production, likely because the river network is dense, and
the farmland is small in scale, which is not fit for large-scale operations and mechanized
production. The higher altitudes in Xinjiang and Qinghai hinder the sunlight and tempera-
ture conditions for agricultural production. The urban expansion of Guangdong, Fujian,
and Hainan has continuously compressed agricultural space due to the demand for land.
Under the influence of factors such as the natural environment and the objective condi-
tions of urban development, the agricultural production efficiency of most provinces is
low. Shandong, Henan, and Hebei, among others, have a vast area of arable land, a high
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degree of mechanization of agricultural production, a long agricultural production cycle,
and superior natural and geographical conditions. In 2009, the spatial distribution placed
the North China Plain (NCP) at the center, with decreasing activity in the surrounding
areas. In 2019, the high efficiency of agricultural production in the NCP gradually became
prominent, demonstrating the clustering and distribution of Shandong Province, Henan
Province, Anhui Province, Beijing, and Tianjin City.
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High-efficiency urban construction is mainly manifested in the high level of regional
economic development, the smooth transformation of high-energy-consuming industries,
intensive urban construction, and policy support for opening businesses to the outside
world. High-efficiency agricultural production mainly benefits from the superiority of
natural conditions, the investment in mechanization, and scientific and technological
research in agricultural products. Moreover, high carbon emissions are mainly the result of
the energy structure and energy consumption, so the regional carbon emissions that are
driven by the industrial and energy structure have gradually been effectively controlled.
In agricultural spaces, agricultural production factors are the main causes of the increase
in carbon emissions. The use of clean factors and circular agriculture can alleviate the
increase in carbon emissions to a certain extent. Changes in carbon emissions intensity
in agriculture have been similar to the corresponding changes in urban spaces from 1999
to 2019. However, they have different spatial distributions. Notably, the high carbon
emissions are also distributed in the central and northern provinces, and insufficient
attention has been paid to the low-carbon orientation in agricultural production processes.
This shows that China has not yet achieved the coordination of high efficiency and low
carbon emissions in agricultural production. The high efficiency of agricultural production
depends on a large number of inputs (production factors), which does not meet the inherent
requirements for low carbon emissions.

For 1999 to 2019, the kernel density curves of territorial space utilization efficiency and
carbon emissions both show significant changes, as illustrated in Figure 4. The density curve
of urban construction efficiency is unimodal, bimodal, and then multimodal. The peak
shifts to the right, and the kurtosis on the right decreases, indicating that the high-value area
is gradually degrading, showing a state of convergence. The polarization under the state of
convergence gradually becomes obvious, indicating that the urban construction efficiency is
becoming more compact and developing in a regional agglomeration mode, which fits the
development features of cities at different levels in China. The gradual significance of multi-
polarization also indicates a rise in the level of coordinated urban development at all levels.
The density curve of agricultural production efficiency always presents a unimodal shape.
The crest shifts to the left and then rises, while the unimodal shape tends to be compact.
The high efficiency value keeps shifting to the left, indicating that the overall agricultural
production efficiency is declining, the dominance of regional agricultural production has
not undergone large-scale changes, and the dominance is increasingly prominent. This
result supports the findings of the previous analysis. The crest of the density curve of
urban carbon emissions continues to shift to the left. The shape of the curve moves from
bimodal to unimodal, and the unimodal peak is compact, indicating that the intensity of
urban carbon emissions has been declining overall. The regional synergy effect is obvious.
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The agricultural carbon emissions density curve is similar to the urban carbon emissions
density curve, and the high value of carbon emissions intensity converges significantly,
indicating that carbon emissions intensity in agriculture is effectively controlled.
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3.2. Changes of the Spatial Center of Gravity

Figures 5 and 6 show that the center of gravity of urban construction efficiency is
around 33◦ north latitude. The center of gravity of urban carbon emissions intensity
is between 37◦ and 40◦ north latitude, while the distribution of the two shifts greatly.
Analyzing the shift path from 1999 to 2019, we find that the efficiency of urban construction
and the intensity of carbon emissions showed obvious opposite migration directions.
Although the efficiency of urban construction fluctuates somewhat, it is relatively stable
and migrates to the southeast, while the intensity of urban carbon emissions during this
period migrates to the north by a large margin. This shows that the high-efficiency and low-
carbon model of urban space presents a certain degree of spatial migration matching. This
is because high-efficiency urban construction generally reflects a strong regional economy,
which provides sufficient financial support for research on and the formulation of clean
energy resources. Moreover, the use of new technologies in these areas is ahead of regions
with relatively weak economic development. China promotes the strategy of ecological
civilization construction, and the region attaches great importance to reducing energy
consumption and pollution in the process of production and construction. However, areas
with relatively weak economic foundations focus on the construction of infrastructure and
cannot account for the ecological environment in the development process. Therefore, there
is a mismatch between the two in spatial migration.
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The center of gravity of agricultural production efficiency is located at about 33◦

north latitude. For agricultural carbon emissions intensity, it is between 34◦ and 35◦ north
latitude. Although the intensity of agricultural carbon emissions is north of the urban space,
the offset between the two is relatively small. The migration paths of agricultural space
utilization efficiency and carbon emissions intensity are similar; both travel first through
the south, then to the west, and finally to the north. This shows that the high-efficiency and
low-carbon agricultural space are greatly mismatched. Compared with the universality of
urban development, agricultural production varies by region and is concentrated in the
large plain provinces. Compared with the ecological governance of urban construction,
the low carbonization of agricultural production has a certain lag, and the high efficiency
of agricultural production is strongly dependent on the input factors. The formulation
and implementation of carbon emissions reduction measures during regional agricultural
production are insufficient, and the costs are high. The government’s top-down guidance
and policy support are not perfect; thus, high efficiency must be accompanied by high
carbon emissions to become the main feature of agricultural production.
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3.3. Coordination Analysis of Territorial Space Utilization Efficiency and Carbon Emissions

Based on the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics, dynamic evolution, and
migration path, the relationship between the spatial utilization efficiency of agricultural
and urban spaces and carbon emissions presents a completely different evolutionary
process. Especially in the analysis of the kernel density curve, the multi-polarization
of urban construction efficiency and the dominant position of agricultural production
show that there are obvious regional characteristics on the basis of provincial differences.
Therefore, through quantitative measurement, we further explored the changing process
and development of the relationship between the two variables in different regions.

In urban spaces, the overall degree of coupling has shown a downward trend, but
there are some differences across urban agglomerations. The urban construction efficiency
and carbon emissions coordination level of the JJJ agglomeration far exceeds that of other
urban agglomerations, indicating that the capital region, while undertaking political and
economic functions, focuses on environmental governance and emphasizes the coordina-
tion of development and environmental protection. The degree of coupling in the Central
Plain (CP) and the Guanzhong Plain Agglomeration (GZPA) has fluctuated and has certain
similarities. The regional economic development of the CP and the GZPA is weak, and
urban construction and the ecological environment are in a state of constant trade-off.
Therefore, the coordinated development is unstable. In contrast, the YRD is at the forefront
of economic development, has a good foundation for development, enjoys preferential
policies for reform and external development, and has a relatively stable level of coordi-
nation between urban construction and the ecological environment. There are scattered
small urban agglomerations within the Middle Reaches of the Yangtze River (MRYR), and
it is difficult to integrate and optimize the urban agglomerations. With the deepening of
unbalanced and conflicting economic development, this reduction in the level of regional
coordination has gradually intensified. The Sichuan–Chongqing (SC) area is located at
the junction of the central and western regions. Its imperfect transportation network and
other conditions hinder communication, resulting in a low level of coordination between
regional urban construction and carbon emissions reduction. The three urban agglomer-
ations along the Yangtze River are relatively low in coupling. However, it is noteworthy
that the degree of coupling coordination among the three urban agglomerations dropped
drastically after 2014. This may be closely related to the implementation of the regional
strategy for the Yangtze River Economic Belt in 2014, which emphasized that the region
should “step up conservation of the Yangtze River and stop its overdevelopment”. The shift
from development construction to ecological governance has resulted in a sharp decline in
the coordination level of urban construction efficiency and carbon emissions.

In agricultural spaces, this research compares the coupling and coordination rela-
tionship, as shown in Figure 7. In terms of the degree of coupling, the interaction be-
tween agricultural production efficiency and carbon emissions in the Middle and Lower
Reaches of the Yangtze River Plain (MLRYP) and the Guanzhong Plain (GZP) has the
strongest impact, and the interaction between the Northeast Plain (NEP) and the NCP
has decreased sharply since 2009. The coordinated development level of the four plains
has continued to decline. The order of coordinated development from greatest to least
is NCP > NEP > MLRYP > GZP. The NCP has superior climatic conditions, the NEP has
prominent soil advantages, the MLRYP is rich in heat and water resources, and the GZP
has a long history of agricultural production but lacks other advantages. Compared with
the relatively stable level of coordinated development in urban spaces, in agricultural
areas, there is still no coordination between the high efficiency of agricultural production
and the drop in carbon emissions, which is inseparable from China’s rapid urbanization
process. Much attention has been paid to the high-quality development of urban spaces,
but the coordination of high efficiency and low carbon emissions in agricultural spaces has
been ignored.
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3.4. Sensitivity Analysis of Territorial Space Utilization Efficiency to Carbon Emissions

To explore the relationship between carbon emissions intensity and the change of
space utilization efficiency we calculate the sensitivity value of space utilization efficiency
to carbon emissions, as shown in Figure 8. During 1999–2019, the sensitivity of changes
in urban space utilization efficiency to carbon emissions intensity increased, with one
exception: The sensitivity of urban agglomerations decreased in the Yellow River Basin
and increased in the Yangtze River Basin. From 1999 to 2019, the sensitivity of the urban
construction efficiency of the six national-level urban agglomerations to carbon emissions
intensity fluctuated. The JJJ, the CP, and the GZPA agglomeration in North and West
China experienced significant declines after a previous increase, with the largest declines
reaching 18.17, 11.06, and 12.02, respectively. The SC, MRYR, and YRD agglomerations
along the Yangtze River Basin all show an upward trend, especially the MRYR. Beginning
in 2014, the sensitivity of the three major urban agglomerations in the Yellow River Basin
began to decline, and the impact of changes in urban construction efficiency on carbon
emissions intensity began to weaken. The sensitivity of the urban agglomerations along
the Yangtze River continues to increase, as does the impact of changes in the efficiency of
urban construction on carbon emissions intensity.

The period 1999–2019 includes two major stages of China’s urban construction. After
2000, China’s urbanization developed quickly. Following the rise of southeast coastal cities,
such as Suzhou, Ningbo, Wenzhou, Xiamen, Dongguan, and Shenzhen, heavy industrial
cities in Northeast and North China have begun to face the problem of urban transfor-
mation. In 2014, China entered a new phase of urbanization. The Chinese government
successively proposed a series of major strategies for coordinated regional development.
At the same time, ecological governance has gradually received attention, and the unsus-
tainable development model that sacrificed resources and the environment in exchange for
economic development was no longer pursued. Regarding the ecological environment, in
2008, starting with the smog in Beijing, China’s environmental issues received extensive
attention from abroad for the first time. This is inseparable from the heavy industry in the
north, which emits a large amount of smoke and dust. After that, China began to concen-
trate on environmental governance, especially in its northern cities. However, during this
period, the environmental problems of the Yangtze River Economic Belt were not widely
recognized, and the chemical industry along the Yangtze River was intensive, which caused
serious harm to the environment. In 2014, the guidance on promoting the development of
the Yangtze River Economic Belt that relied on the Golden Waterway was promoted by the
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Chinese government, and the development of urban areas along the Yangtze River Basin
has ushered in a new era.
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From 1999 to 2019, the sensitivity of China’s agricultural production efficiency changes
to carbon emissions intensity fluctuated, showing an upward trend overall. Over these
20 years, the sensitivity of the NEP fluctuated the most. During the period 2004–2009, the
sensitivity to carbon emissions intensity in the four great plains increased significantly,
indicating that changes in agricultural production efficiency during this period had a
very large impact on carbon emissions. Except for the GZP, the sensitivity of agricultural
production efficiency to carbon emissions intensity decreased significantly from 2009 to
2014, indicating that carbon emissions intensity was less affected by efficiency changes in
agricultural spaces. In terms of the spatial distribution, sensitivity decreased from north to
south, and from the NEP to the MLYRP. To ensure grain safety, the Chinese government
carried out a “grain subsidy” policy in 2004, and agricultural taxes were abolished in 2006
with the goal of increasing farmers’ enthusiasm for growing food. However, after 2008,
the government expanded domestic consumption in response to the financial crisis. A
great deal of agricultural land was converted to construction land through land acquisition.
This shift in the development focus has gradually weakened the impact of changes in
agricultural production efficiency on carbon emissions.

4. Discussion
4.1. Extension of Evolution Characteristics

Strengthening territorial space governance is the important task of sustainable devel-
opment in the new era. To adapt the new development concept and formulate scientific
spatial development policies, the core goal of this research is to reveal the evolution path
of high-quality development in the context of China’s territorial spatial planning. Prior
research has mainly examined the influence of land urbanization, land use transformation,
and urban spatial structure on carbon emissions, focusing on a single land type. Zhang [56]
and Xu argued that land urbanization reduces carbon emissions, but compared with other
determinants, its impact is small. Chuai et al. [57] showed that in the land use transforma-
tion process, the conversion of cultivated land to construction land contributes the most to
carbon emissions. Liu et al. [25] indicated that the compactness of urban space increases
carbon emissions. However, it is not enough to study only land elements and a single space,
and a more comprehensive understanding is needed. For example, few scholars discuss
the impact of space utilization on carbon emissions, and the scholarship lacks comparisons
of different utilization spaces and analyses of regional differences. This paper separates
urban and agricultural spaces and focuses on the comparison of space utilization efficiency
and carbon emissions in these different spaces to reveal their evolution paths. The research
pays special attention to areas with low efficiency and high carbon emissions and provides
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targeted countermeasures, which can serve as references for the formation policies that will
drive high-quality development across regions.

The spatial and regional evolution analysis produced some interesting findings. Com-
paring different spaces, China’s urban construction and agricultural production are basi-
cally distributed according to important functional areas, but in the density curve, urban
construction shows a multi-polar distribution, while agricultural production is always
unipolar. This is no doubt related to the geographical location, industrial policy, and devel-
opment opportunities of the region. From the perspective of policy formulation, China has
formulated strategies that are suitable for regional development based on important river
basins and urban agglomerations, but it has not yet formulated an agricultural develop-
ment strategy based on regions, nor has it concentrated enough on the carbon emissions
effects in agricultural spaces. Zhao et al. [15] estimated that agricultural carbon emissions
in China increased by 21.89% from 2005 to 2013, while Guo et al. [58] estimated that China’s
agricultural production efficiency declined from 2000 to 2015, which is consistent with the
findings of this paper. The spatial center of gravity migration found that in agricultural and
urban spaces, the space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions migration are opposite,
especially in agricultural space, which presents a spatial matching of high efficiency and
high carbon emissions. Under the influence and impact of urbanization, the development
of agricultural space lags behind that of urban space. The high-quality development of
agricultural space cannot be ignored. Moreover, high-quality agricultural production is
oriented toward precision rather than breadth, which indicates that the improvement of
high agricultural production efficiency requires top-down policy guidance.

Comparing the features of different regions, Yu et al. [59] found that urban agglomer-
ations have become a complex urban system, and the land use efficiency between urban
agglomerations has obvious characteristics of spatial heterogeneity. Especially in the dis-
tribution of sensitivity, the sensitivity changes of different urban agglomerations in urban
space are divided into two significant groups. In addition to the JJJ agglomeration, these
two groups are located along the Yangtze River Basin and the Yellow River Basin. This
shows that rivers, as the birthplace of culture and a communication link, play a significant
role in connecting regional development. Although the JJJ agglomeration is not located
along the Yellow River Basin, it is near the GZPA and the CP agglomerations, which show
similar changes in sensitivity. Space utilization and carbon emissions are different in ur-
ban and agricultural spaces, and the distribution along the watershed is heterogeneous,
which indicates that the research on the environmental effects of space utilization should
concentrate on the scale and spatial effects of the study.

4.2. Policy Implications of Coordination and Sensitivity

Development and protection are the two major propositions of territorial space gov-
ernance. Paying attention to the coordinated trend of the two and the influence of de-
velopment on the ecological environment is key to realizing sustainable socio-economic
development. In response to the sustainable development of territorial space utilization
and carbon emissions, the government should formulate more targeted policies to solve
current problems.

The urban space utilization efficiency of the JJJ, the CP, and the GZPA have low
sensitivity to carbon emissions. This shows that, after the urban construction efficiency
reaches a certain stage, for the JJJ, the CP, and the GZPA, the impact of urban construction
efficiency on carbon emissions begins to decline. In terms of the factors that affect carbon
emissions, the focus should be placed on the supply and consumption of energy in all
aspects of production and construction. The urban agglomerations along the Yangtze River
are developing rapidly, and the contradiction between urban construction and ecological
governance is obvious. The use of urban space should clarify the development positioning
and functions of the town and effectively integrate the urban spatial layout. For example,
in urban agglomerations or urban circles, it is necessary to integrate the types of industries
in the region, expand their scale and agglomeration effects by optimizing the layout, fully
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consider the balance of occupation and residence in urban space, and reduce large-scale
population flow at peak times (e.g., the end of the workday). Rebar, cement, construction,
and other industries are crucial to national economic development, and they are the
major industries with high carbon emissions. By increasing investment in clean energy
and optimizing the energy composition, carbon emissions can be effectively reduced.
Furthermore, the transition from low-end industries to high-end industries can effectively
increase the efficiency of regional urban construction and achieve a win–win bridge of
high efficiency and low carbon emissions. In addition, for the Yangtze River Economic
Belt, the government should always insist on protection, refrain from large-scale regional
development, strictly abide by the ecological red line, strictly prohibit activities such as
reclaiming land from lakes, prioritize ecological conservation, and enhance the carbon sink
capacity of the ecosystem.

In terms of sensitivity, the agricultural space shows the opposite result from the urban
space. The impact of changes in agricultural production efficiency on carbon emissions
intensity is becoming increasingly important, and the sensitivity decreases from north to
south. This shows that the level of agricultural production still needs to be improved. First,
rapid urbanization in China has occupied a large area of agricultural land around cities and
towns. A large number of “occupation–compensation balance” policies have “accounted
for the advantages and compensated for the disadvantages”, which has seriously damaged
the quality of cultivated land. In addition, China has proposed to strictly observe the
red line of 1.8 billion acres of cropland, delineate the line of permanent basic farmland
protection, and strengthen the bottom line of cropland protection; however, the country’s
emphasis on agricultural production mechanization, informatization, and modernization is
still insufficient. Furthermore, the input elements in the production process will directly
or indirectly increase carbon emissions. However, developing circular agriculture, pro-
moting reciprocating multi-layer utilization and the efficient flow of various agricultural
resources, and improving resource utilization efficiency will help. The input of agricultural
production factors increases carbon emissions, and the harm to agricultural land should
not be underestimated. The development of new materials can reduce damage to the land
and pollution by changing the input elements and constructing high-quality farmland to
improve the quality of cultivated land. In addition, through the transfer of agricultural land,
a centralized contiguous area of agricultural land is formed, and large-scale operation and
mechanized production is realized. This will effectively improve agricultural production
efficiency under the low-carbon orientation from both the agricultural land itself and the
external technology input.

4.3. Limitations and Future Research Directions

Owing to the constraints on data acquisition, this study used provincial administrative
regions as the research unit, and consideration of regional differences within the provincial
unit was insufficient. If research can be carried out at the city or county level, it will
provide more precise recommendations for regional policy development. In this study,
the basic indicators, such as land, labor, and capital, were used in the calculation of space
utilization efficiency. However, the factors affecting space utilization efficiency are various,
and the process of measuring them is complicated. Future research should explore the
impacts of multiple agents on space utilization and form a richer analysis. In addition, to
better characterize the impact of territorial space utilization efficiency on carbon emissions
intensity, follow-up studies should improve the spatial analysis methods.

5. Conclusions

In the new era, the governance of territorial space is based on spatial divisions to
identify problems and formulate strategies. The dominant areas of urban construction
and agricultural production are neither independent nor consistent. In adapting to the
sustainable development of territorial space, there is a lack of an analytical framework that
considers differences in the high-quality development and evolution paths that take into
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account the division of space. Exploring the optimal path for the efficient development of
urban and agricultural space with a low-carbon orientation would significantly contribute
to the analysis and can help improve policies that drive high-quality regional development.

This research established an analytical framework for spatial evolution and role iden-
tification for urban and agricultural space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions from
1999 to 2019. It used the KDE model and the center-of-gravity model to identify spatiotem-
poral differentiation. Based on the coordination analysis model and the sensitivity model,
we analyzed the coordinated development-level changes of space utilization and carbon
emissions and the response of carbon emissions intensity to changes in space utilization
efficiency. The construction of this research framework helps to reveal differences in the
evolution paths of space utilization efficiency and carbon emissions in different spaces and
regions, and more importantly, it supplements the current regional economic development
and ecological governance policy formulations.

The results indicate that the spatial center of gravity of space utilization efficiency and
carbon emissions show diametrically opposite migration directions in urban and agricul-
tural space. The coordinated development levels of the two show a downward trend, but
there is explicit spatial heterogeneity across regions. Besides the spatial effect, the response
of carbon emissions intensity to changes in spatial utilization efficiency has obvious re-
gional effects along the Yellow River Basin and the Yangtze River Basin. Especially for the
high-quality development of agricultural space, it is important to understand how we can
achieve a win–win situation with high efficiency and low carbon emissions. We argue that
the government should strengthen the formulation of agricultural production planning
and the integration of resources, as well as top-down policy guidance. The results provide
support for the formulation of high-efficiency development policies under the low-carbon
orientation of urban agglomerations and plains. Additionally, there are some limitations
of the study that must be resolved in future work. Further research at the city and county
levels should be carried out in the future to enrich the research results. In addition, future
studies can use spatial utilization efficiency under multi-agent decision-making and more
complete space analysis models to further explore the interaction between and future trends
of high efficiency and low carbon emissions.
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